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OP CAMPAIGN ADVENTURE #12: THE TWO FACES OF MADNESS
Demogorgon is arguably the most fearsome demon lord of those recently unleashed upon the Underdark, yet 
your legion has accepted the daunting task of fighting and banishing him. You and another legion converge 
on the demon lord’s last known whereabouts, and discover him near the shores of Darklake, to the apparent 
amusement of his two heads, which share a blood-curdling chortle.

As one head looks at a member of your legion, Demogorgon’s other head looks at a member of the other 
legion, and suddenly, the two creatures’ hatred of the demon is transferred to each other. Another pair is 
selected, and then another, until finally every creature no longer cares that the giant demon is departing, each 
wanting only to end the existence of their counterpart in the other legion.

As Demogorgon’s echoing laughter resounds throughout the cavern, you scream in impotent rage and hear 
it echoed in the voices of all assembled. You will stop that demon. You will. But first, the abomination across 
from you must die!

ADVENTURE SETUP
Number of Players: 2

Special Components: 8 adventure tokens, 2 sets 
of objective tokens (one set per player, each set 
numbered 1 - 4)

Legion Points: 160 per side, with the following 
restrictions:

• Each player’s legion must contain exactly 
4 creatures. (Remember that a troop is 
considered a single creature, no matter how 
many soldiers are in the troop.)

• No single creature may exceed 60 legion 
points, including its upgrades.

Each player picks up their 4 objective tokens and 
places each one of them on top of a different 
creature in their  legion (number-side down). 
Afterwards, the players simultaneously flip their 
objective tokens number-side up, and then place 
their creatures in their starting areas according 
to the normal Set-Up rules for two players.

SPECIAL RULES
Because this battle takes place inside an 
Underdark cavern, the creatures cannot 
maneuver out of the play area. Instead, the 
edges of the play area represent walls. If a 
creature would end its movement outside the 
play area, it is not defeated, but must simply 
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back itself up to the point at which it is wholly inside 
the play area. Flying creatures who are forced to 
end their movement in this way must immediately 
land. NOTE: Even incorporeal creatures cannot pass 
through the walls. 

The interior is dimly lit and is considered to be  
“in darkness.”

Because of Demogorgon’s inspired madness, 
individual creatures from each legion have been set 
against each other, with each creature paired against 
the opposing creature with the identically numbered 
objective token, and this opposing creature is 
referred to as the creature’s “nemesis” throughout 
these rules. As such, no creature may initiate an 
attack that does not target its nemesis. It is okay to 
perform actions that target other creatures, however, 
and it is also acceptable to initiate an area attack 
that contains other creatures, as long as the nemesis 
is engulfed in the area attack as well. If a creature 
initiates an area attack that does not engulf its 
nemesis, then that attack is cancelled and all costs 
to initiate the attack remain spent.

After a creature moves, if it is not within range 4 of 
its nemesis and its nemesis is not in its forward arc, 
then the moving creature sustains 1 normal damage 
and receives 1 exhaustion token. The creature 
cannot roll defense dice or use armor to deflect 
this damage. (NOTE: The creature only sustains 
damage if both of the above conditions are met after 
movement. For example, it is okay if a creature does 
not face its nemesis if the nemesis is within range 
4. Similarly, it is okay if a creature is beyond range 4 
of its nemesis as long as it keeps its nemesis in its 
forward arc.)

Whenever a creature’s nemesis is defeated, the 
creature is freed from the madness and immediately 
leaves the play area to pursue Demogorgon. Such 
a creature is referred to as a “champion” from this 
point forward. Place the champion’s figure outside 
the play area in a special place to designate it as 
a champion and not a defeated creature. To help 
players quickly distinguish the difference, a defeated 
creature’s objective token should be flipped face 
down on its creature card. Therefore, the creatures 
that still have number-side up objective tokens on 
their creature cards are easily distinguished  
as champions.

If two opposing nemeses are defeated during the 
same round, then neither is considered a champion.

Each time a player’s creature is defeated, their 
opponent receives 1 adventure token, which the 
opponent places near their creature cards. This 
occurs even if the defeated creature’s nemesis was 
also defeated during the same round and did not 
become a champion.

If time is called for the adventure, then all creatures 
remaining in the play area are driven completely 
mad; remove them from the play area and flip their 
objective tokens face down (defeated). No one 
receives adventure tokens for these permanently 
mad creatures.

NOTE: Due to the madness of Demogorgon, no 
creature may receive a charm token or a suggestion 
token during this adventure.

END OF ADVENTURE
The adventure ends immediately when one of the 
following conditions is met:

1)  any round ends in which all creatures are either 
defeated or designated as champions;

OR

2) time is called for the adventure.

ADVENTURE SCORING AND 
VICTORY
Due to the mad nature of the encounter, there is no 
actual “winner” of this adventure. However, both 
players score campaign points and scenario points 
based upon their successes against their opponents.

Each player receives 1 campaign point for 
participating in the adventure, and also receives 1 
campaign point for each of their champions. It is 
therefore possible for each player to receive multiple 
campaign points during this adventure.

Each player also receives scenario points in the 
amount of:

[the legion remainder of their own champions 
+ 20 bonus points for each of their acquired 
adventure tokens]

Each champion’s legion remainder is equal to the 
legion point value of their creature card (or top troop 
token) plus the legion point value of their remaining 
upgrades. This includes any upgrades that were 
tucked beneath the champion because the player 
discarded the upgrades to use their text ability. Any 
upgrades that received legion point discounts are 
considered to have these discounted values for the 
purposes of determining scenario points.

Players should record their campaign points and 
their scenario points on their score sheets before 
proceeding to the next round.
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STORYLINE ORGANIZED  
PLAY INSTRUCTIONS 
BATTLE ROUNDS: Tournaments are run in 3 Battle 
Rounds. Each player will battle against 1 other player 
in each 60-minute Battle Round. Prior to the first 
Battle Round, players will be assigned opponents 
randomly. After the first Battle Round, players are 
assigned to one another based on Campaign Points 
(highest against highest, second highest against 
second highest, etc.). If two or more players are 
tied for the same amount of Campaign Points, use 
Scenario Points as the tie breaker. A Battle Round 
ends when one player is eliminated or the time limit 
is reached or another condition specified by the 
Adventure is reached. If the time limit is reached, the 
player with the most Scenario Points at the end of 
that Battle Round wins. 

BYES: If there is an odd number of players, then 
one player will be assigned a Bye in each Battle 
Round. That player does not participate in the 
Battle Round, but receives 2 Campaign Points (see 
Campaign Points below). In the first Battle Round, 
the Bye is determined randomly. During subsequent 
Battle Rounds, the player with the least amount of 
Campaign Points will be assigned the Bye. If the 
player with the least amount of Campaign Points 
has already received a Bye, then assign the Bye to 
the player with the next least amount of Campaign 
Points who has not received a Bye. 

LEGION BUILDING: At the start of a tournament, 
players must record their Legions on a Legion Build 
Sheet.  Players CANNOT change their Legions 
between Battle Rounds. Players have a number of 
Legion Points (LP), listed on the Set-Up section of 
the OP Kit’s Overview, with which to equip their 
Legions using the standard Legion Building Rules 
(see page 28 of the full Rules of Play). At the start 
of every Battle Round players must verify their 
opponent’s Legion build and sign off on it. 

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS: In addition to normal 
Legion Building, each player may equip their Legion 
with Campaign Artifacts. NOTE – Unless a player 
is using one or more Adornments of Tiamat or 
Regalia of Bahamut Campaign Artifact Cards, they 
may use no more than ONE Campaign Artifact Card. 
However, a player may use up to six Adornment of 
Tiamat or Regalia of Bahamut Campaign Artifact 
Cards with different names. Players CANNOT change 
Campaign Artifacts between Battle Rounds. 

CAMPAIGN POINTS: At the end of every Battle 
Round, players receive Campaign Points based on 
their performance in that Battle Round (2 pts for a 
Win, 2 pts for a Bye and 1 pt for a Loss). Campaign 
Points are recorded on the Score Sheet.

SCENARIO POINTS: Players receive Scenario 
Points at the end of every Battle Round. Scenario 
Points are used to break ties of players’ Win/Loss 
records for purposes of determining round pairings 
and final ranks. Scenario Points are equal to the 
current month’s maximum Legion Build number 
MINUS the number of LP left in your opponent’s 
surviving Legion PLUS any bonuses specified by the 
Adventure.  A player who receives a Bye will receive 
a number of Scenario Points equal to the average 
of all other players’ Scenario Points for that round 
(rounded up). Scenario Points are recorded on 
players’ Legion Build Sheets.

SURVIVING LEGION: A player’s surviving Legion 
includes: 1) Any of that player’s creatures that are not 
destroyed, 2) any Upgrades those creatures are still 
equipped with, and 3) any Upgrades that are placed 
under the Creature Card.  NOTE: Any Upgrades 
that a player discards to use for their text ability are 
placed under the Creature Card on which they were 
equipped. Any Upgrades that are under a creature 
that was destroyed are also destroyed.  

WINNING THE TOURNAMENT: All players’ Legion 
Build Sheets are collected at the end of the month’s 
tournament and each player’s Campaign Points 
and Scenario Points are tallied. The player with the 
highest cumulative Campaign Points at the end of 3 
Battle Rounds is the winner! If there is a tie for the 
most Campaign Points, then the tied player with the 
most Scenario Points is the winner.

BREAKING TIES: If there is a tie between 2 or more 
players’ Campaign and Scenario Points at the end of 
any Battle Round, the tie will be broken by a roll off. 
Each player rolls 5 attack dice and the player with the 
most  results is the winner.
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LEGION BUILD SHEET
DATE

EVENT

NAME

EMAIL

TOURNAMENT INFORMATION PLAYER INFORMATION

TYPE CARD TITLE LP TYPE CARD TITLE LP

CREATURE Creature 1 Creature 2

UPGRADES

TOTAL LP TOTAL LP

TYPE CARD TITLE LP TYPE CARD TITLE LP

CREATURE Creature 3 Creature 4

UPGRADES

TOTAL LP TOTAL LP

UPGRADE TYPES

Dr = Dragon

M = Monster

H = Heroic

E = Equipment

A = Arcane

Di = Divine

UPGRADE TYPES

Dr = Dragon

M = Monster

H = Heroic

E = Equipment

A = Arcane

Di = Divine

CARD TITLE LP

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 1

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 2

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 3

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 4

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 5

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACTS 6

If you have more than 4 creatures in your Legion, record the additional creatures on the back of this page.

CREATURE 1
TOTAL LP

CREATURE 2
TOTAL LP

CREATURE 3
TOTAL LP

CREATURE 4
TOTAL LP

CAMPAIGN ARTIFACT
TOTAL LP TOTAL BUILD

+ + + + =
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OPPONENT’S 
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(VERIFY BUILD)

1
2
3

YOUR 
RESULT 
(W-L-B)

YOUR  
SCENARIO POINTS

CUMULATIVE  
SCENARIO POINTS

OPPONENT’S 
 INITIALS 

(VERIFY RESULTS)
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